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Abstract

We investigate the integer quantum Hall effect in Cd3As2 thin films under conditions of strong to

moderate quantum confinement (thicknesses of 10 nm, 12 nm, 15 nm). In all the films, we observe

the integer quantum Hall effect in the spin-polarized lowest Landau level (filling factor ν = 1)

and at spin-degenerate higher index Landau levels with even filling factors (ν = 2, 4, 6). With

increasing quantum confinement, we also observe a lifting of the Landau level spin degeneracy at

ν = 3, manifest as the emergence of an anomaly in the longitudinal and Hall resistivity. Tight-

binding calculations show that the enhanced g-factor likely arises from a combination of quantum

confinement and corrections from nearby subbands.

Over the past decade, the interplay between strong spin-orbit coupling (SOC) and crys-

talline symmetry has created a rich playground for the study of topological phases of quan-

tum matter in materials. Examples include topological insulators [1, 2] and topological Dirac

and Weyl semimetals [3]. Measurements of quantum transport in such materials yield im-

portant insights into the unusual electronic states that host these topological phases [4–11].

In this broad context, the archetypal Dirac semimetal Cd3As2 [12, 13], with space group

I41/acd and two Dirac points on the Γ-Z path protected by inversion, time-reversal symme-

try, and C4 rotational symmetry [14, 15], provides a model platform for understanding the

underlying topological bulk and surface states (Dirac cones and Fermi arcs, respectively)

via measurements of the integer quantum Hall effect (IQHE) [16–24]. In the fully three-

dimensional (3D) regime (sample thickness ∼ 80 − 150 nm), measurements of the IQHE

in Cd3As2 nanoplates have been interpreted in terms of Weyl orbits that involve surface

Fermi arcs on opposite surfaces [20, 21, 25]. The situation becomes more complex in thinner

Cd3As2 films (sample thickness ∼ 10 − 30 nm). In this regime, quantum confinement is

expected to affect the 3D bulk states via a topological phase transition that accompanies

the opening of a finite gap between the conduction subbands and valence subbands. At

the same time, the gapless surface states on the top and bottom surfaces of the Cd3As2

thin film can hybridize and open a hybridization gap (as in ultrathin topological insulator

films [26]). Thus, understanding the IQHE in this quantum confined regime of Cd3As2 films

requires insights into the full interplay between the 2D quantum confined bulk states [12],

the hybridized topological surface states (closed surface Fermi pockets) [27, 28] and surface
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Fermi arcs [29, 30]. Despite concerted efforts to distinguish these various possibilities in

experiments [16–19, 22–24], a complete understanding of the IQHE in Cd3As2 films in the

strongly quantum confined regime (thinner than about 20 nm) remains to be satisfactorily

resolved [19, 31]. A full first-principles calculation of the Landau levels (LLs) in this regime

is also challenging, especially for the most commonly studied (112)-oriented Cd3As2 films.

Here, we report on a concerted experimental and theoretical effort to understand the

IQHE in Cd3As2 thin films in the limit of strong to moderate quantum confinement (film

thickness 10 nm ≤ t ≤ 15 nm). We map out the LL spectrum via measurements of the

Shubnikov de Haas (SdH) quantum oscillations, and of the fully developed IQHE, as a

function of chemical potential and magnetic field (B ≤ 9 T) at low temperature (T = 50

mK). In Cd3As2 films with thickness of 15 nm, apart from the ν = 1 quantum Hall plateau,

we only observe plateaus at even filling factors ν = 2, 4, 6. This is similar to earlier reports

of IQHE in Cd3As2 films of comparable thickness [16, 17]. In the thinnest sample that we

studied (10 nm thick), we observe the emergence of the ν = 3 quantum Hall state, suggesting

that the spin degeneracy has been removed at a relatively modest magnetic field (B = 9 T).

As an aside, we note that prior quantum transport measurements in very high magnetic

fields (B ≥ 15 T) have shown spin-resolved quantum Hall states with both even and odd

filling factors in thicker, quasi-3D Cd3As2 films [17]; this is likely the result of the large

g-factor in bulk Cd3As2 crystals, with varying estimated values of g ∼ 16 [32] and g ∼ 37

[33]. Our observations are consistent with a new understanding of LLs that emerges from

four-band tight-binding model calculations carried out for [112]-oriented quantum confined

Cd3As2 films. Our calculations show that quantum confinement results in Landau levels

(LLs) derived from both bulk subbands and surface states. This produces a non-monotonic

dependence of the g-factor on thickness so that an enhanced Zeeman splitting is possible

when the film thickness is decreased from 15 nm to 10 nm. This prediction is consistent

with the emergence of a ν = 3 quantum Hall state in the two thinner samples measured in

our experiments.

We grew [112]-oriented Cd3As2 thin films by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) in a Veeco

EPI 930 chamber using epi-ready miscut GaAs (111)B substrates (1◦ toward (21̄1̄)). The

epi-ready GaAs substrates were first annealed inside the MBE chamber to flash off the

native oxide at a thermocouple temperature of 820 ◦C (Tactual ∼ 580◦C) while monitoring

the surface using 12 keV reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED). Then, we
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deposited a thin (∼ 2nm) GaAs layer at the same substrate temperature to smoothen the

surface. Subsequently, the substrates were cooled down to thermocouple temperature of

520◦C) under As4 flux for the growth of a 100 nm GaSb buffer layer with Sb/Ga beam

equivalent pressure (BEP) ratio of 7. The substrates were then cooled down further to

400 ◦C under Sb4 flux, and further cooled down to a thermocouple temperature of 180 ◦C

after closing the Sb shutter. Once the sample temperature was stable at 180 ◦C (Tactual ∼

110◦C), we evaporated a high-purity Cd3As2 compound source from a standard Knudsen

effusion cell to deposit a Cd3As2 thin film. The desired BEP flux and the growth rate of

Cd3As2 were controlled by the effusion cell temperature. A BEP flux of around 8 µPa yielded

a growth rate of about 0.33 nm/min. During the growth, the pressure of the MBE chamber

was maintained at 20 nPa. We used high resolution cross-sectional transmission electron

microscopy (HRTEM) to accurately determine the crystalline structure and the thickness

(with an uncertainty of ±1 nm) of all films for which we report measurements in this paper

[34]. Finally, we also used X-ray diffraction (XRD) and determined that only peaks from

Cd3As2(112) planes are observed. We also note that we have previously used angle resolved

photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) measurements to show the presence of the expected

Dirac semimetal band structure in Cd3As2 films grown under similar conditions in the same

MBE system [35]. All these characterization measurements confirm that our films have the

correct distorted anti-fluorite phase of Cd3As2 for forming a 3D Dirac semimetal.

After the sample growth, we used photolithography and Argon plasma etching to pattern

the films into two different device geometries: 50 µm ×25µm Hall bars and 25 µm ×25

µm van der Pauw configurations. We then evaporated 10 nm Ti/30 nm Au as contact

electrodes. Finally, we fabricated a top gate comprised of a 30 nm Al2O3 dielectric layer and

10 nm Ti/30 nm Au contacts, deposited using atomic layer deposition and electron beam

evaporation, respectively. Transport measurements were carried out in a He3/He4 dilution

refrigerator (Blue Fors, base temperature T < 50 mK, B ≤ 9 T) using lock-in techniques

with an excitation current of 1 nA. At base temperature and zero gate voltage, the samples

were n-type due to the naturally formed As vacancies, with carrier density of about 1× 1012

cm−2 and Drude mobility ∼ 1 × 104 cm2/V.s. The application of a voltage to the top gate

(Vg) allows the carrier density in the samples to be continuously tuned from n-type to p-type.

We first discuss the observation of the IQHE in a 15 nm thick Cd3As2 film patterned

into a van der Pauw geometry device with an electrostatic top gate. The IQHE can be
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measured either by varying the chemical potential at fixed magnetic field or by varying the

magnetic field as fixed gate voltage. In the latter case, the value of the chemical potential

changes with magnetic field to accommodate the increasing degeneracy of Landau levels.

We chose the former approach for convenience. All values of the longitudinal resistivity

(ρxx) and Hall resistivity (ρxy) that we report have been properly averaged for the van der

Pauw configuration. The magnetic field B is always applied perpendicular to the plane of

the sample. Figure 1 (a) shows the variation of ρxx as a function of Vg at zero magnetic field.

At Vg= 0V, the sample is n-type (see details in Supplementary Materials [34]). Applying a

negative gate voltage moves the chemical potential toward the valence band and ρxx rises to

a peak value of 4.2 kΩ at the charge neutral point (CNP) at Vg=V CNP
G = −2V. Applying a

positive gate voltage shifts the chemical potential higher up into the conduction band and

reduces ρxx from its value at zero gate voltage. Figure 1 (b) shows the variation of ρxx and

ρxy with Vg at a fixed field magnitude B = 9T. We see clear evidence of the IQHE wherein

Hall plateaus (ρxy=
h
νe2

) are accompanied by ρxx∼ 0. By using the standard conversion of

ρxx into a Hall conductivity σxy, we find that the filling factors associated with these plateaus

are ν = 1, 2, 4, 6 (Fig. 1 (c)). For the quantum Hall plateaus with ν = 1, 2, 4 in Fig.1 (b),

ρxx has values 203.6 Ω, 0.92 Ω, 0.33 Ω, and ρyx has values 0.997, 0.4967, and 0.2472 h/e2,

respectively. It is interesting to note that the ν = 1 quantum Hall state is not as robust as

ν = 2: the plateau is not as wide in the former as it is in the latter and the minimum in

ρxx is also not as deep. This indicates that the gap at ν = 1 is smaller than that associated

with ν = 2. This resembles the behavior seen in single layer and bilayer graphene.

Since the IQHE is not well-developed at large filling factors (ν > 6), we determine the

filling factors using the derivative of ρxx. First, Hall plateaus and quantum oscillations

corresponding to higher filling factors are easier to determine in the derivative of ρxx (see

Fig S1 in the Supplementary Materials [34]). This yields even filling factors ν = 8, 10.

Next, we construct a Landau level (LL) fan diagram by plotting ρxx as a function of B and

Vg. Figure 1 (d) shows such a plot for a given orientation of magnetic field. The plot is

generated by sweeping Vg at fixed magnetic field and the quantity plotted is R14,23 wherein

current is passed between terminals 1,2 and voltage is measured across terminals 3,4 (see

inset in Fig. 1 (a)). The linear-in-field features in the LL fan can be assigned to filling

factors ν = 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 (see Figure S2 of the Supplementary Materials [34]). We thus

conclude that the IQHE in 15 nm Cd3As2 thin films only occurs at ν = 1 and at higher
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even filling factors; this is consistent with previous studies of Cd3As2 thin films of similar

thickness (t ∼ 10 − 20 nm) [16–18]. However, as we show below, our measurements of the

IQHE in the 10 nm Cd3As2 film reveal a new feature not seen in previous reports.

Figure 2 shows the transport properties of a 10 nm thick Cd3As2 thin film at 50 mK.

At B = 0 T, ρxx dramatically increases when the chemical potential is tuned to the CNP,

with the resistance of the sample going beyond the range of the lock-in amplifier, showing

a completely insulating behavior. At B = 9 T, when the chemical potential is tuned away

from the CNP, the sample exhibits the IQHE, similar to the 15 nm thick film, with quantum

Hall plateaus corresponding to ν = 1, 2, 4, 6, 8 (Figs. 2 (b),(c)). In addition, we observe the

signature of the ν = 3 quantum Hall state by fine tuning Vg. This is seen more clearly in

the first derivative plots of ρxx andρxy with respect to Vg when Vg≈ 0.06 V (Fig. 2 (d)). In

Fig. 3 (a)- (c), we compare the evolution of the signature of the ν = 3 quantum Hall state

with different thicknesses. Note that there is no sign of the ν = 3 state in the 15 nm thick

film; this only becomes more obvious as the quantum confinement becomes stronger in the

two thinner films.

We now seek a theoretical understanding of the quantum confinement effects on the band

structure and how the modifications in band structure affect the LLs and the g-factor in

ultrathin Cd3As2 films. The quantum confinement gives rise to quasi-2D subbands derived

from 3D electronic states. As the bulk Dirac points located at k±D = ±(0, 0, kD) are projected

to the (112) surface Brillouin zone (SBZ) to two separate points, k̄+
D and k̄−D, surface (or

surface-like) states are supported in (112)-oriented films. Figure 3 (d) shows the projected

bulk bands (blue) and the surface states (red) for a 280nm thick film, calculated using a

four-band tight-binding model [36] (see also Sec. V in the Supplementary Materials [34]).

The existence of surface states has also been confirmed by ARPES experiments in bulk

crystals [37, 38] and more recently in 30 nm thin films [35]. In thick films, the surface Dirac

node at Γ̄ (the projection of Γ point in SBZ) is topologically protected, while the dispersion

of the surface states depends on many factors such as the confinement potential, nature of

the substrate, and the termination layer. As chemical potential varies, a ring-shaped closed

Fermi arc around Γ̄ or a pair of open Fermi arcs bridging k̄+
D and k̄−D can be supported. The

topology of the surface Fermi arcs changes at a surface Lifshitz transition [36].

In thin films, quantum confinement strongly modifies the band structure. It splits bulk

bands into quasi-2D subbands and can further hybridize topological gapless surface states
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discussed above to form gapped surface-like bands. As shown in Fig. 3 (e), for the tight-

binding model band structure of a (112)-oriented Cd3As2 film with thickness t ∼ 13nm, as an

example, the energy separation between the subbands near k̄±D is of the order of 30 meV. This

is consistent with the confinement splitting ∆E = ~πv/t where ~v ∼ 0.1eV·nm near k±D [15].

In addition to the confinement splitting, Fig. 3 (e) shows a smaller gap, ∆hyb ∼ 2.3meV,

between the lowest conduction subband c1, and the highest valence subband v1, near Γ̄.

Comparing with Fig. 3 (d), we can see that the dispersions of c1 and v1 near Γ̄ are modified

slightly from those of the surface states in the thicker film. Furthermore, ∆hyb increases for

thinner films, so ∆hyb arises from the hybridization of surface states.

Since the IQHE is observed in ultrathin films of Cd3As2 with low n-doped carrier con-

centrations, we focus on the contribution from the lowest conduction subband c1. As c1

hybridizes with the highest valence subband v1 near Γ̄, these two bands together can be

described by an anisotropic 2D massive Dirac Hamiltonian

HMD = ∆hybσz + vξΠξσx + vηΠησy, (1)

under a magnetic field along [112], where vi and Πi = pi + eAi are respectively the Dirac

velocity and kinetic momentum along the i-th direction in the (112) plane, with i = ξ and

η [39].

We solve the Landau level energies of the above anisotropic massive Dirac subbands

as [34]

EnL
LL =

√
∆2 + (nL + γ)(2~eBζvξvη) +

1

2
geff,ζµBBζ , n ≥ 0, (2)

where γ accounts for the effect of the Berry phase of the subbands and Bζ represents the

Zeeman shift. Bζ is the magnitude of the magnetic field along [112]. geff,ζ = g0 +2g′ consists

of the usual spin Zeeman effect and the anomalous correction from orbital motion.

Since the g-factor of topological surface states near the bottom of the lowest conduction

subband is larger than that of higher Landau levels, the degeneracy of the first Landau level

is lifted due to spin splitting. As a result, both the ν = 1 and ν = 2 quantum Hall plateaus

can be observed in Cd3As2 films of all thicknesses studied in our experiments.

Next, we discuss the emergence of the ν = 3 quantum Hall state which indicates an

anomalous enhancement of the g-factor with decreasing film thickness. To understand the

thickness dependence of the g-factor, we consider two quantum confinement contributions to
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the g factor as follows. First, as the film thickness decreases, the confinement energy splitting

between quasi-2D subbands increases. As a result, the magnitude of the correction to the

g-factor, which is inversely proportional to the energy gap between subbands, decreases.

This has been observed in Cd3As2 films with thickness varying from 12nm to 100nm in, for

example, Ref. [17], where the substrate and the doping level are different from our system.

Secondly, for an ultrathin film of a topological material, hybridized bands with surface-like

states near the chemical potential can play an important role in transport. Since these

surface-like states break parity, they carry symmetry lower than that of the bulk bands.

Consequently, more subbands are allowed by symmetry to contribute to the perturbation

correction of the g-factor based on Roth’s formula [40, 41]. Furthermore, for our thin films of

Cd3As2, the energy of the valence subband closest to the hybridized massive Dirac bands, v2

in Fig. 3 (e), can exhibit a non-monotonic thickness dependence. (This can be inferred from

non-monotonic dispersion of the Γ−6 bulk band along Γ-Z in Refs. [42] and [15].) Therefore,

the g-factor can inherit a complicated thickness dependence on the energy gaps between

hybridized bands at chemical potential and other nearby subbands. A detailed derivation

of the g-factor for the (112) Cd3As2 thin film is provided in Sec. VII of the Supplementary

Material [34].

As shown in Fig. 3 (f), in thick films, geff approaches its large value (∼ 20) in the bulk.

When the films get thinner than 10 nm, geff quickly quenches with a knee to a value of

about 5 at the thickness of 5 nm. However, when the thickness is between 10 nm and 15

nm, the dependence of geff on thickness is non-monotonic. This feature is consistent with

our experimental observation of a signature of the ν = 3 state in the 10 nm thick film. In

addition, besides the correction from the nearby subbands, these features (knee, quench,

slight rising) are highly dependent on the specific band dispersion which can be affected

by details of the hybridization, the confinement potential, and the substrate. These effects,

especially the influence of the substrate, likely play an important role in the differences

between our data and that in a previous report which used Cd3As2 films grown on a different

substrate [17].

In summary, we have mapped out the behavior of SdH oscillations and the IQHE in

quantum confined Cd3As2 thin films as a function of magnetic field and chemical potential.

When the chemical potential is above the CNP, we observe clear quantum oscillations and

quantum Hall plateaus at magnetic fields larger than 4 T. Under these conditions, quantum
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Hall states with filling factors ν = 1, 2, 4, 6 are well-developed in 10 to 15 nm thick films.

As the film thickness approaches 10 nm, a signature of the ν = 3 quantum Hall state be-

gins to emerge due to an enhancement of the g-factor (and thus larger Zeeman splitting).

Tight-binding calculations show that quantum confinement is likely responsible for this en-

hanced g-factor. The g-factor in ultrathin films may also be larger due to the correction

from nearby subbands. These new insights change earlier expectations that the g-factor in

Cd3As2 would become monotonically smaller as the film thickness decreases. The combina-

tion of experiment and theory used in this Letter gives us a comprehensive understanding of

the band structure and the thickness dependence of the g-factor in Cd3As2 thin films under

quantum confinement. We anticipate that our results will motivate more thorough studies

of the IQHE in strongly quantum confined topological semimetal thin films.
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FIG. 1. IQHE in a moderately quantum confined 15 nm thick Cd3As2 film at T = 50 mK. (a) Gate-

voltage dependence of ρxx at zero magnetic field. The inset shows a schematic of the Van der Pauw

geometry. (b) Gate voltage dependence of ρxx (red, left axis) and ρxy (blue, right axis) at B = 9 T,

showing quantized Hall plateaus at filling factor ν = 1, 2, 4, 6 accompanied by deep minima in ρxx.

The finite minimum at ν = 1 (ρxx∼ 200 Ω) is attributed to the incomplete development of the first

LL at B = 9 T. (c) Gate voltage dependence of σxx (red, left axis) and σxy (blue, right axis) at

B = 9 T. These values are obtained from the data in (b). (d) Variation of R14,23 with B and Vg,

where R14,23 = V23/I14. The plot is generated by sweeping Vg at fixed values of B. Magnetic field

is incremented in steps of 0.2 T for B ≥ 4 T and in steps of 1 T for B < 4 T. The data are then

smoothly interpolated. A raw plot is provided in the Supplementary material [34].

FIG. 2. IQHE in a strongly quantum confined 10 nm thick Cd3As2 thin film at T = 50 mK. (a)

Variation of ρxx with Vg at B = 0. When the chemical potential is close to the CNP, we cannot

reliably measure ρxx using lockin techniques (represented by the dashed line). (b) Vg-dependence

of ρxx (red, left axis) and ρxy (blue, right axis) at B = 9 T. For the ν = 1, 2, 4 quantum Hall

plateaus, ρxx has values of 4.8 Ω, 0.98 Ω, 5.9 Ω, while ρyx has values 0.9937, 0.4973, and 0.2483

h/e2, respectively. (c) Vg-dependence of σxx (red, left axis) and σxy (blue, right axis) at B = 9

T. These values are obtained from the data in (b). (d) First derivative plot of the data in (b),

showing the quantum Hall states with filling factor ν = 1, 2, 3, 4.
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FIG. 3. (a)-(c) Experimentally measured evolution of the ν = 3 feature in Cd3As2 films with

different thickness: (a) 15 nm, (b) 12 nm, (c) 10 nm. Each panel shows the Vg-dependence of

σxx (red, left axis) and σxy (blue, right axis) at B = 9 T. (d)-(e) Band structure in the surface

Brillouin zone of [112]-oriented films, based on a tight-binding model, of two different thicknesses:

(d) 280 nm (e) 13 nm. The vertical dashed line indicates the projection of the bulk Dirac point

k+
D in the SBZ at (0.3π, 0). Blue and red indicate bulk and surface states, respectively, in panel

(d). The calculation shows a quantum confinement induced band gap of 2.3 meV in the thinner

case. (f) Calculated g-factors as a function of Cd3As2 film thickness.
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